Nepean District Historical Society
November 2021 - Bulletin No 39
Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you
posted on what’s happening during the month.

REMEMBRANCE DAY 11TH NOVEMBER 2021
Today the Red Flanders Poppy remains a symbol of
the war and its fallen heroes.
Poppies are worn to remember the sacrifices of war.
The seeds of the Flanders Poppy (Papaver rhoeas)
had lain dormant on the front lines of France until
1915 when they were disturbed by the soldiers fighting
in World War 1 and coincidentally, the weather was
perfect for them to germinate.
Among all of the flowers that evoke a memory or
emotion, the Red Flanders Poppy ranks highly.
This is the poppy which speaks of World War I as
its red flowers carpeted the fields disturbed during
battles especially in Flanders. The poppies sprang up
in bomb craters, around trenches and often marked
soldiers’ graves.
It's always one of the first spring flowers to bloom on
the battlefields of France, and it's commonly said to
symbolise the blood of lost soldiers.
They also flowered in Turkey when the ANZACs
landed at Gallipoli.
The flowers of the Flanders Poppy are now a
poignant reminder of the fallen soldiers on both
Remembrance Day (11 November) and on Anzac
Day (25 April) in Australia. They are worn with pride,
used in wreaths and sold to raise funds for charities
that support returned solders.

FINALLY THERE IS GOOD NEWS
SATURDAY 27TH NOVEMBER 2021 AT 1PM
THE NDHS GENERAL MONTHLY MEETING WILL TAKE PLACE
* You will need to be double vaccinated
* Afternoon Tea is back
* QR or a Sign In is mandatory

What’s on at the Gallery

In Flanders Fields
by
JOHN MCCRAE

CHRISTMAS STALL
CHRISTMAS
STALL
At the Gallery

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
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We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields.

and
much
more.
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and equipment purchases.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
Apparently, some experts have said that the flower
that symbolises lives lost in conflict, the poppy, is
disappearing from Flanders fields where the First World
War was fought.
The photos you see have been taken from Marg
Collier’s garden. Her Poppies are the genuine Red
Flanders Poppies from France.
They start budding around ANZAC Day and the
flowers finish up around November each year.
How the seeds of these gorgeous Red Flanders
Poppies came to Australia and are absolutely thriving
in Marg’s garden is a whole other story.

Come along and shop for a unique gift
CASH ONLY
for that difficult to buy for person, your
child’s teacher your “Secret Santa”
person or take home a tasty treat for
yourself or your family.
Proceeds are used to support ongoing
conservation work and equipment
purchases.

CASH ONLY

Penrith Regional Gallery

Reference: https://www.burkesbackyard.com.au/
fact-sheets/in-the-garden/flowering-plants-shrubs/
flanders-poppies/https://www.diggers.com.au/shop/
flowers/flower-seeds-a-k/poppy-flanders-field/swpo/
https://www.betterpetsandgardens.com.au/gardens/
plants-for-the-garden/flanders-poppies-how-to-grow/
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47380/
in-flanders-fieldshttps://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/
earth/11286168/Poppies-disappearing-from-Flandersfields.html

ARCHIBALD PRIZE 2020
REGIONAL TOUR
20 November until 9 January
This exhibition is free
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HISTORY FOR COOL KIDS
Ben Hall, Clown Prince of Bushrangers

A lot of people think Ned Kelly
was the funniest bushranger, but
any fool can put a bucket on his
head and swan about writing
letters. For bushranging comedy
with some real originality and
intelligence behind it, you need
to look to the conceptual art of
Bold Ben Hall, the tragic hero
who turned to a life of crime
after his wife left him and the
police burnt down his house.
Unlike most bushrangers, Hall
was not all that interested in
shooting people. Even robbery
under arms took a secondary
place in his priorities to the allimportant goal of publicly humiliating the police. To
this end, he conducted a criminal career that was
less a reign of terror than an extended live episode
of Candid Camera.
Hall never killed anyone and gained a reputation
as "the gentleman bushranger". And unlike the
fifty other "gentleman bushrangers", he actually
deserved it.
On two separate occasions, Hall's gang bailed up
the NSW town of Canowindra, locked the police in
their own cells, and threw a huge party for the rest
of the population in the town's pub.
On leaving, they paid the landlord for all goods
consumed and the townspeople for their time, just
to really rub it in that they were not only smarter
than the cops, but more generous.
However, Hall's bushranging career hit a peak

when he was being
pursued by the local
police, near Bathurst.
Disarming the troopers,
the gang proceeded to
strip them naked and tie
them to trees, whereupon
Hall delivered a stirring
lecture on the pressing
problem of police
misbehaviour, before
riding off into what I
presume was a beautiful
sunset, leaving the long
arm of the law to await
assistance in its highly
Ben Hall
embarrassed state.
It was the ultimate example of Ben Hall's raison
d'etre as a bushranger — on that day, one of
Australia's greatest bushrangers proved that you
could make as powerful a statement by taking the
piss out of the coppers as by shooting them.
If Hall's educational address was not particularly
well-received by its captive audience, it was
certainly well-timed, and one might think a warmer
embrace of the Hall method in the corridors of
power might be beneficial when dealing with
disciplinary matters.
In any case, it was a shining testament to the
legacy of Ben Hall, a man who defied the law not
for personal gain or the satisfaction of base desires,
but for the innocent and noble purpose of having a
bit of a laugh at others' expense. Good on him.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-08-07/the-5-funniest-moments-in-australian-history/7532020?nw=0
Reference:

PHOTO: Australian bushranger Ben Hall(Creative Commons: Mattholmes77)

Reference:

Error Australis by Ben Pobjie
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‘The more murders, the more it thrives’:
The Melbourne Waxworks
by
Elina Taranenko
Throughout history ordinary people have craved connection with celebrity. Today we do it via film, first person
video games or other digital media that offer everyone their promised fifteen minutes of fame. A hundred and
fifty years ago encounters with the famous and infamous could be had (with a healthy sprinkle of a ‘suspension
of disbelief’) at museums called ‘Waxworks’. Waxworks provided people a sense of connection to history and
events of their own times in the form of lifelike tableaus into which they could immerse themselves.

Waxworks Come to Australia
By the middle of the 19th Century, displaying life-size wax figures had already proven successful in London.
Therefore, it was only a matter of time before this popular form of entertainment reached Gold Rush Australia,
flushed with disposable wealth for such titillations. The Melbourne Waxworks first opened in 1857 by tightrope
walker and dancer, Madame Lee. It was the first attraction of its kind in Australia, but Madame Lee decided to
sell the business the following year.
The eager buyers were Ellen and Philemon Sohier. Philemon worked at the Phrenology Museum and his
interest for ‘reading’ skulls translated perfectly to making casts of skulls for the Waxworks. Meanwhile, Ellen was
proficient in working with wax. Their skills were just what was needed to make the business a runaway success.
The couple worked tirelessly to produce a variety of wax models of both historical and contemporary figures.
Visitors could come and gaze upon the likes of Shakespeare, Napoleon and Voltaire. These historical figures
stood alongside various prominent contemporaries, such as Queen Victoria, the Pope; as well as Burke and
Wills, who were shown in their final, agonising moments. Philemon and Ella updated the displays regularly,
ensuring that visitors were given an incentive to attend the Waxworks numerous times.
‘The advertisements state truly that “everybody goes to the Waxworks” declared a journalist, “and judging by
the crowds… one can readily believe, not only that
everybody goes, but that everybody goes more than
once”.
Indeed, the Waxworks was a sensation. By far the
most popular display, however, was not a showing of
society’s most prominent. On the contrary, it captured
a grim reality much closer to home.

The Chamber of Horrors
The Chamber of Horrors displayed wax statues
of criminals as well as other scenes from Australia’s
justice landscape. This included recreations of trials, as
well as scenes of execution and torture.
Author Marcus Clark wrote the following account of
one exhibit he saw in in 1865:
“There lies the figure of a man with his head split
At the Waxworks
open and bleeding and his murderer with the fatal
pickaxe yet in his hands, stands calmly by, two
Chinamen, the perpetrators of the deed, leering with a sardonic grin on their waxen faces over tile couch and
the blood.”
The public was especially curious to see the latest sensational trials. To cater to their eagerness, Philemon
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acquired the bodies of criminals and made their death masks almost as soon as they were executed. “The
waxworks is a colonial industry” proclaimed
The Melbourne Punch, “The more
murderers, the more it thrives”.
Such displays were both salacious and
moralistic. They showed the viewers their
possible fates, should they pursue a life of
crime.

The Siege of Glenrowan
In about 1870, the Waxworks was sold
once again. This time, it was acquired by
Ludwig Maximillian Kreitmayer, who was
Philemon’s colleague from the Phrenology
A courtroom at the waxworks c.1890
Museum. Seeing the lucrative nature of the
Chamber of Horrors, Ludwig continued to
proactively acquire ‘subjects’ for his displays.
When Ludwig heard about the Siege of Glenrowan in 1880, he knew
that he couldn’t miss his chance. He went straight to Benalla prison, where
he made a death mask of Kelly Gang member Joe Byrne by candlelight.
After the execution of Ned Kelly on November 11 1880, Ludwig created
a death mask of the notorious bushranger and put it on display. It was
a roaring success. However, Ned Kelly’s clothing and other items were
periodically stolen, leading Ludwig to nail Ned’s boots to the floor.

Waxing and Waning
Under Ludwig Kreitmayer, the Waxworks’ entertainment offerings
expanded to include stage performances and other sideshows. As well as
seeing the renowned wax sculptures, audiences could treat themselves
to an evening of vaudeville or marvel at tricks performed by travelling
Deathmask of Ned Kelly, created illusionists.
by Ludwig Keitmayer
Alongside this, there were ‘human curiosities’ from Australia and abroad.
Some examples included Jo-jo ‘the Russian dog-faced boy’, John
Armstrong the ‘Australian Tom Thumb’ and ‘The Giant Family’ from Gippsland.
One of the most popular visitors was Sacco Homan, the fasting man, who
spent a record of 53 days fasting in a glass case at the Waxworks. He lived on
soda water and cigarettes and broke his fast in front of a large crowd, who
watched him eat his first meal in almost two months.
After Ludwig’s death, the business was continued by his widow, Harriet.
The Waxworks was a constantly evolving attraction. Thus, when changing
attitudes at the beginning of the 20th Century led to the decline of ‘human
curiosities’ as entertainment, the Waxworks adapted to the times. In 1911, it
was completely converted into a cinema and renamed the Star.

When Real Meets Unreal
Yet, some amusing tales and rumours from the Waxworks lived on.
One of the most famous was the story of a recently discharged criminal
who went to view himself at the Waxworks. He spoke personally to Ludwig
Kreitmayer, complaining his dissatisfaction at his portrayal. The ex-criminal
Magician Dr H.S Lynn
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even offered to bring a new suit of clothes, so that his wax self was
dressed more appropriately. Otherwise, he said, he will “chuck it out
himself”.
Ludwig promised the visitor that he would make a new figure and
ensure that it was dressed appropriately. It was later reported, but
never confirmed, that the criminal was Harry Power, the one-time
mentor of Ned Kelly.

Harry Power - The bushranger who
took issue with the Waxworks

OUT OF THE PAST
Following on from the article " Accident On Lapstone Zig-Zag, 1886" here is another chapter from the Book
“A Chapter of Accidents “ which was written by one of our Past Presidents – Mr H Palmer

TWO UNUSUAL ACCIDENTS
“A peculiar though not very serious accident occurred at Glenbrook early this week. The “shove-up” engine
of a certain train “busted” (sic) through the brake van. Three guards were in the van, two of them jumped out
but the one who remained, Guard Leavy, was a good deal injured about the legs. No further particulars can
be obtained owing to the secrecy (sic) observed by railway officials” (This report appeared in the Nepean
Times of 3rd July, 1886).
For the era in which it was constructed, the Lapstone Zig-Zag was a bold imaginative piece of engineering
carried out by the Engineer-in-Chief of Railways, John Whitton, in the face of discouragement and opposition.
Travel over it was slow and hazardous, but for 25 years it served an exceedingly useful purpose. In an attempt
to speed up traffic and to reduce risks on the line, the Railway Department, in 1892, opened a deviation
which included a tunnel, 2,165 feet long containing a 12 chain radius curve and a grade of 1 in 33*
(See Note 1).
This was not as successful as expected; moisture seeped throughthe roof making the rails slippery and
rendered it difficult to hold the locomotives on the down grade as well as preventing wheels from gripping on
the up-grade when clouds of smoke from the engines often overcame passengers and crew alike. Mishaps
were frequent. The following incident, related to me by Mr. W.H. Williams, of the Nepean District Historical
Society, is but one of many stories which could be told in this connection.
“In 1908, a goods train working up the hill (Lapstone) and through the tunnel aided by a pusher engine
behind stalled in the tunnel and the crew of the pusher-up engine were so overcome by smoke and fumes
that they decided to drop back out of the tunnel for air. Just as they decided to return, the crew of the train
engine who by then were in bad shape decided to back the whole train out and in doing so collided with the
push-up engine coming in. The wreckage caused a complete blockage of the Western Line for two days”
(No one, apparently, was hurt - H.P.).
Note (1): Tunnel: This tunnel must not be confused with that now in use in the Glenbrook Gorge which
was not completed till 1913. The original tunnel curved round from the head of Tunnel Gully, under Mount
Street (Glenbrook), under the present Western Highway and emerged on the western side of the land now
occupied by R.A.A.F. Operational Headquarters, Glenbrook.
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HAND MADE CARDS
Our hard working and extremely talented Business Manager, Jenny Hotop, makes
greeting cards.
These cards can be customised for any occasion, birthdays, get well, Australiana
for distant friends and family, Christmas, births and keeping in touch cards.
If you wish to purchase any of Jenny's fabulous Cards please email her on
hotopj@hotmail.com

Open Day
Raffle

Tickets are still available for a chance to
win a quilt, a bottle of top shelf Scotch and
a beautifully presented hamper of wine and
chocolates and a deep fryer.
All have been kindly donated to the Society by
the Caring Hearts Quilters, Jim Mason, Jan Ford
and Rachel Wong.
Tickets are $1.00 each or 3 for $2.00

YOUR BULLETIN

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
This year has been a little different in many
ways for the Society
Membership Renewals are being accepted
as your Membership ends
on the 31st December 2021.
Payment can be made by direct deposit,
cheque or cash.
Bank details for a direct deposit are:
Account Name - NDHS
BSB - 032 271
Account Number - 683 727
By cheque:
NDHS
PO BOX 441
PENRITH NSW 2751

You can help to keep our Newsletter interesting,
especially now when we have no meetings, group
visits or other events to report on due to COVID 19.
I would be pleased to receive interesting articles
from our members to put in the Bulletin to keep us all
informed and amused.
I’m sure everyone has a story of their family history
or childhood, your travels or an interesting time in their
life – even a poem.
Have you read a history book and could give us a
summary or have you a local history query that might
get an answer if we include it in the Bulletin?
If the subject concerns the Nepean area, all
the better but many members I know have had
interesting experiences and memories at other times
in their life so please help keep us together by sharing
your stories.
You can email your contributions to me.
trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com
or post
3/159 Great Western Highway.
Emu Plains NSW 2750
I am waiting …
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE

SATURDAY 4th
December 2021

Masks are the new bra
They are uncomfortable
You only wear them in public
And when you don’t wear one everybody
notices.

Riddle
Only one colour, but not one size. Stuck at the
bottom, yet easily flies. Present in sun, but not in
rain. Doing no harm, and feeling no pain.
What is it?

Quote
Armistice Day is a constant reminder that we
won a war and lost a peace.
				Blaise Pascal

Contacts
Email 				
Phone				
President 				
Vice President 			
Secretary/Editor
Treasurer/Public Officer 		
Museum Manager 		
Business Manager 		
Site Manager 			
Ordinary Committee Member
Lantern Tours 			
					
Heritage Advisory Rep.
Speakers 				
Books, Photography		

info@armsofaustraliainn.org.au
During opening hours 02 4735 4394
Craig Werner 		
0417 271 328
Ken Wright 		
0407 473 530
Trish Montgomery
0402 086 088
Harry May 		
02 4732 1520
Ted Nowak 		
0451 035 185
Jenny Hotop		
02 4735 1654
Anthony Grainge
02 4731 2303
Richard Nutt 		
0407 014 157
Craig Werner 		
0417 271 328
or email:
craigj10@bigpond.com
Beth Moore
02 4735 1734
Richard Nutt
0407 014 157
Anthony Grainge
02 4731 2303

Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day,
please change with somebody
who can.
Please remember to sign in the
diary in the meeting room, and
write any information in the diary.
pertinent to your time on duty.
Birthday Wishes to the following
members
Richard, Jenni Blundell, Leslie
Symon, Jim Aiken
Raffle Prizes
The society always needs raffle
prizes, so if you can help in
providing some, please take them
to the inn.

Museum Opening Hours
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
Sunday by Appointment.

Disclaimer: Views and opinions expressed in articles in this Bulletin are those of the contributor and not the
views of the Nepean District Historical Society.
Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

